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Your life in Italy,
made easy

“YOU MAY HAVE
THE UNIVERSE
IF I MAY HAVE
ITALY.”
GIUSEPPE VERDI
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Introducing
Italian Connections HCB
Your life in Italy made easy
As with French Connections HCB, the sister company,
Italian Connections HCB was developed to help the
English-speaking community starting a new life in Italy.
With the support of her friendly team, Silvia will be your
first point of contact for any help you need during the

Italian Connections HCB services include but are not limited to...
Vehicle Registration
From classic cars and motorbikes to modern vehicles, the team can
help you through the process of registering your vehicle in Italy. If you
are looking for a new car, bike or van, we can also help to source and
deliver your chosen mode of transport.
Drivers Licence Exchange
Our experienced Admin team are always up to date with the latest

move and while you are settling in.

regulations and are best placed to get a successful result.

Our founder, Richard, realised early on that the

Healthcare

administrative services French Connections HCB was
offering to clients in France would be just as important
to individuals, couples and families who wanted to make
Italy their home. Some of our clients just need a little
help every now and then, while others prefer to let us
handle everything. Whatever your case, we’re looking
forward to making Italian life easy.

Italian healthcare (Servizio Sanitario Nazionale) is probably different to
the system that you are used to. We help with official documents and
make sure you have everything you need to streamline the process
and save time.
Residency
Settling abroad requires more work than you think. Let us handle it and
help you through the whole process from start to finish.
Financial Advice
Our in-house qualified financial advisor Simon can give you a personal
consultation and offer tailored advice to suit your needs.
Translation Services
We act as a facilitator between you and the authorities, speaking and
writing to them in Italian on your behalf.
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Italian Personal Assistant Service
This new, indispensable service has been developed following many of
our current clients asking for additional help long after using one or more
of our key support services. We can provide help with ongoing, everyday
frustrations as well as the big important issues.
It’s designed to be a flexible, on-demand service covering a vast scope
of time-consuming tasks, freeing you up to focus on settling into your
new life.
For a small monthly fee, you can call or email us to ask for help as often
as you wish. Our friendly Admin Team will act as your personal secretary
and sort out the problem quickly and efficiently.

Below you’ll find some of the tasks that other
Subscription clients have requested, but if you
need help with something that you don’t see on
this list, we’ll happily deal with that too.
Making appointments on your behalf with a
doctor, dentist, tax office, hairdresser, optician,
hearing centre, mani-pedi, beautician, vet, dog
groomer, car garage for a revisione, calls to a local
free-phone numbers that can only be made from
an Italian phone.
Specific health related tasks include booking
medical appointments and examinations,
vaccinations or Covid tests, or helping you to deal
with the Servizio Sanitario Nationale.
Composing official letters in Italian such as
letters of complaint, dispute of a road traffic
offence, querying an incorrect bill, letters to your
bank, insurance claims, warranty set up and
claims, communication with schools.
Timely reminders for validating your Visa,
exchanging your Driver’s Licence and filing your
tax return.
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Meet the team
Depending on what you need help with, you’ll meet one or more of our
friendly team on a phone call, a video chat or in person.
Here’s a little bit about each of us, just so you can put a face to the name.

Silvia has lived in the
UK, France, Austria and
Switzerland and speaks six
languages. After a degree in
Italy, she studied Languages,
Law and Admin in France,
and earned a Masters in EU
Relations and Trans-Border
projects in Switzerland. Her
career includes customer
care, negotiation and
business development in EU
and non-EU markets, making
her the perfect person to
head up our Italian office.
She is fearless when it comes
to dealing with problems
and smoothing the way for
people moving to Italy.
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Melanie is a French national
who has lived and worked in
the UK, New Zealand, China
and Switzerland. Her Double
Master’s degree in oenology
ensures that it’s not only
wines of the French regions
that she can talk with great
knowledge about, but Italian
varietals as well.
Melanie and Silvia are the
dream team when it comes
to sourcing locations in Italy
navigate the purchasing
process. As with France,
Melanie’s passion for finding
the right place for our clients
to call home is reflected in
the Discovery Tours that she
arranges to match clients with
their ideal locations.

Richard Although Richard’s
primary expertise is Frenchbased, there’s not much
he can’t turn his hand to
when it comes to European
business development,
property purchases or rentals
and sourcing and delivering
vehicles cross-border or
within Italy itself, having
helped many clients todate. Richard is continually
developing key contacts and
partners with Silvia in order
to be able to provide the
best service and support for
anyone looking to relocate
to Italy.

Simon first qualified as a
Financial Advisor in the UK
in 1991 and has been giving
cross-border financial advice
to British clients in France
for the last 18 years. He has
extensive knowledge of tax
efficient French and Italian
investments and inheritance
planning. In 2018, he also
achieved the Chartered
Insurance Institute Financial
Advisers Certificate and
passed the CII Mortgage
Advice and Equity Release
exams, thus he holds the
latest UK financial planning
qualifications. Simon’s
understanding of the
European financial systems
makes him an essential
person to consult when
considering your financial
future in Italy.
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contact@italianconnectionshcb.com
+39 371 563 5598
italianconnectionshcb.com

Italian Connections HCB SAS with a capital of 10 000 euros, SIRET N° 88970854100020
Head office: Pôle Entreprises Labordeneuve IDRAC RESPAILLES, Gers 32300 France
Italian Connections HCB is 100% compliant with GDPR data protection regulation. Visit our privacy policy
(www.frenchconnectionshcb.com/privacy-policy) to learn how we collect, keep, and process your private
information in accordance with these laws.
Italian Connections HCB is an advisory organization and therefore cannot be held liable for a client’s final decision regarding their
administrative procedures, for any state administration’s verdict on an application, or any new ensuing procedures following their
appreciation of an individual’s situation.
©2022 by French Connections HCB and Italian Connections HCB

